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Abstract—The paper reports the experimental validation of a new Bulk Built-In Current Sensor (BBICS) designed and implemented in a 40nm CMOS technology. The double-access architecture provides improved SEE detection as confirmed by laser experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

When exposed to an harsh environment in space, high atmosphere or even on earth, integrated circuits (ICs) may undergo soft errors. Among the various existing effects, Single-Event Effects (SEEs) due to ionizing particles may result in a faulty behavior of the circuit. Many radiation hardening by design (RHBD) techniques have been proposed in order to deal with SEE at cell or circuit level. Those techniques rely on various strategies including critical charge increase, critical node redundancy, event detection and correction. A fruitful idea was the monitoring of the currents that happen with SEEs [1]. This idea found its development in the principle of Bulk Built-In Current Sensors (BBICS) which were developed to detect the transient current induced in the bulk of ICs when hit by ionizing particles [2], [3]. BBICS are particularly well suited at detecting dynamic errors associated to single-event transients (SET) that can not be detected by more classical static error detection and correction (EDAC) architectures.

This paper introduces the architecture of the double-access BBICS we developed. This BBICS architecture was embedded in a 40nm CMOS test chip. Its ability at detecting SEES was tested with a picosecond range laser source. These experiments revealed its high efficiency: the BBICS detection threshold was found lower than the SEE occurrence threshold.

II. BBICS PRINCIPLES

Bulk currents induced during normal operation of an IC are typically in the μA range; whereas particle-induced bulk currents have to be above two orders of magnitude to generate an SET on the related gate output [2]. BBICSs are designed to take advantage of this property: they monitor bulk currents (i.e. currents passing through P-taps and N-taps), hence they are able to detect unusual radiation-induced currents and, consequently, the appearance of SEES [4], [5].

Fig. 1 depicts the insertion of a BBICS between the bulk (i.e. the Psubstrate) of NMOS transistors and the ground. Hence, as illustrated, any SEE transient current necessarily flows through the BBICS. The purpose of a BBICS is then to raise a warning flag indicating that the circuit function may be affected. Note that the BBICS has also to provide the biasing of the transistor’s bulk, a ground biasing in case of NMOS. In Fig. 1, the BBICS used to monitor NMOS transistors is named nBBICS. There also exists pBBICS dedicated to the monitoring of PMOS transistors.

Fig. 1. Principle of SEE detection by an NMOS dedicated nBBICS

III. ARCHITECTURE OF THE DOUBLE-ACCESS BBICS USED IN THE EXPERIMENTS

A. Double-access BBICS architecture

Fig. 2 depicts the architecture of the BBICS we designed and used for practical validation. Its main feature is its ability to simultaneously monitor NMOS and PMOS transistors. Two cross-coupled inverters are used to store the content of a warning flag: OUT node. OUT goes to high level to indicate the detection of any unusual bulk current, and stays low in monitoring mode. The INNWELL and INPWELL nodes are the respective BBICS connections to the biasing contacts of the PMOS and NMOS bulks. Transistors MP1 and MN1 are used...
to bias the INNWELL and INPWELL nodes, respectively, at VDD and ground. In this way they ensure the proper biasing of the corresponding bulks. These transistors are always in ON state. The purpose of transistor MP2 and MN2, whose drains are connected to the OUTB and OUTA nodes, is to raise the alarm flag if an SEE is detected according to the process explained below. The double-access BBICS architecture also has a reset mechanism (RESET input) thanks to transistors MP3 and MN3. Finally an inverter and an OR2 gate inserted between OUTA and OUTB nodes make it possible to aggregate several alarm flags into a single one by using the INSENSOR input.

Fig. 2 also highlights (in violet) the chain of events involved in bulk current detection by the BBICS when a transient current flow through P-taps.

When a bulk current is induced by an ionizing particles, OUTA and OUTB change their stable state in the latch, so consequently, the output of the sensor (OUT) is at ‘1’. The latch should be very sensitive to detect small variations of their input voltage. The latch memorizes a state if there was a transient bulk current, so it needs to be reset at every acquisition.

B. Simulations

Electrical simulations may be done to determine the ability of BBICS at detecting SEEs, with an ideal current source, modeling transient current induced by SEE [6]. Current amplitudes and pulse durations (respectively from $1 \mu A$ to $300 \mu A$ and from $5 \text{ ps}$ to $320 \text{ ps}$) were simulated in order to determine the detection sensitivity. Two circuits are evaluated: a nBBICS (which architecture was derived from that of Fig. 2 by removing transistors MP1 and MP2) and a double-access BBICS to validate the usage of the second circuit.

Fig. 3 depicts the transient voltages inside the sensor with a comparison between a nBBICS and a double-access BBICS for the same transient current parameters ($200 \text{ ps}$ and $12 \mu A$) emulating a SEE. The nBBICS failed at detecting the event whereas the double-access BBICS succeeded thanks to the toggle of latch on the both sides.

In Fig. 4, the detection threshold of nBBICS is $94 \mu A$ for $30.61 \text{ ps}$ of current pulse duration. For the same current pulse duration, the detection threshold of double-access BBICS is $49 \mu A$ for $30.61 \text{ ps}$ of current pulse duration. The double-access BBICS requires 48% less charge than the nBBICS to toggle.

C. Device under test

The double-access BBICS was embedded in a $40 \text{ nm}$ STMicroelectronics CMOS test chip (with a core voltage of $1.2 \text{ V}$). The BBICS was connected to a test element designed to mimic the kind of logic blocks a BBICS is supposed to monitor against SEEs. It consists of NWells and PWells shaped in a donut-like shape as depicted in the upper part of Fig. 5. The monitored area is $13 \mu m$ away from the BBICS to avoid any perturbation during acquisitions.

Each biasing contacts in the P+ areas (blue) and in the N+ areas (red) are respectively connected to the INPWELL and INNWELL of the BBICS. Our intent was to validate the complete detection by fully biasing the target through the BBICS.
IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental set-up

The laser source (Fig. 6) we used during our experiments produces laser pulses in the picosecond range. It has a 1030 nm wavelength, which makes it possible to access to the sensitive areas of a target through its backside. Our tests were actually performed through the target backside, which was thinned to 150 µm thickness to minimize the amount of power lost along the laser beam path. The laser beam was focused on the DUT’s sensitive parts: given the $\times 100$ objective lens we used, we obtained a laser spot with a diameter of $\sim 1$ µm. Several laser pulse energies were chosen to have a full coverage area and evaluate the sensitivity maps.

To compare the BBICS results, Fig. 7 represents an SEU mapping from previous work [7] on a D Flip-Flop cell with exactly the same experimental settings. The measured SEU threshold energy was $0.5(\pm 0.1)$ nJ.

Mappings are performed by moving the backside microscope that injects the laser beam thanks to a XYZ stage (accurate to 0.1 µm) whereas the wafer is stationary. At every points, all the input signals are set with an FPGA, and the acquisitions are captured by a remote oscilloscope.

For our experiments, the main objective was to validate the efficiency of the double-access BBICS at detecting Single-Event Effects related currents close to the SEU threshold.

B. Experimental results (BBICS sensitivity maps)

Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 present detection sensitivity mappings of the double-access BBICS obtained while exposing the monitored element to laser pulses of 30 ps duration. These four detection maps were drawn respectively at 0.1 nJ, 0.2 nJ, 0.3 nJ and 0.4 nJ. Note that these energy levels correspond to the settings of our bench, the energy actually reaching the sensitive parts of the target is lower due to attenuation through the optical path and silicon.

At 0.1 nJ, the monitored area is fully covered: the laser-induced photocurrent has always triggered the BBICS alarm flag. At higher energies, the detection area extends largely...
The usefulness of BBICS is linked to their ability at detecting bulk currents with a magnitude lower than what is necessary to induce SEEs; i.e., no SEE in the monitored logic would escape detection. We validated the efficiency of the double-access BBICS on the basis of laser testing.

As a result, practical laser experiments demonstrated a detection threshold of $0.1 \, nJ$ for BBICS design (at this energy the whole monitored area is covered) whereas the SEU threshold was higher at $0.5 \, nJ$. This is a promising evidence of the efficiency of double-access BBICS at detecting SEEs.

The SEE appearance is completely detected by the BBICS. The flag of the sensor may now be used to correct the error using different techniques of fault tolerance or resilience techniques [8–11].

V. CONCLUSION

This paper reports the first successful laser testing of a double-access BBICS embedded in an advanced technology node (40 nm CMOS). We measured a $0.1 \, nJ$ detection threshold corresponding to a coverage of the whole BBICS monitored element. At higher energies, the detection area extends largely outside the monitored element. This detection threshold is below the $0.5 \, nJ$ SEU threshold for a D Flip-Flop designed with the same process. This is a promising result that validates on experimental basis the efficiency of our BBICS design at detecting the occurrence of SEEs. The flag of the sensor may now be used to correct the error using different techniques of soft errors detection handling.
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